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llsing the close connection between Witt vectors and Burnside rings developed 
in [A. W. M. Dress and Ch. Siebeneicher. At/p. in Math. 70 (I988 1. 877132] we give 
a simple combinatorial proof of a multinomial identity for Witt vectors, established 
originally in the special case of universal Witt vectors by H. Gaudier (cf. 
[H. Gaudier, Ac.tes du l&&ttr SCm. Lothurin~ien Puhl. I.R.M.A. Strushourg ( 1988). 
93-1081). this way supporting his view that there should be a’natural generaliza- 
tion of the theory of generating functions in the context of Witt vectors. 1 ,990 
Audemlc Press. Inc. 
As shown in CDS], Witt vectors are closely related to certain group 
actions of the infinite cyclic group C. More precisely (and more generally) 
it has been shown there that for any profit-rite group G there is a unique 
functor W, from commutative rings to commutative rings with the 
following properties: 
l If A is a commutative ring, then the ring W,(A) has as underlying 
set the set Am of all functions defined on the set O(G) of all open 
subgroups of G with values in the ring A, which are constant on conjugacy 
classes. 
l If $: A --t B is a ring homomorphism, then the associated 
homomorphism W,($): W,(A) --t W,(B) is defined by r -+ Ic/ ‘- s(, in par- 
ticular, if ct E W,,(Z), then-by abuse of language- -we may also write LY for 
its unique image in W,(A) for every ring A. 
l For every open subgroup U in G there exists a natural transforma- 
tion 
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which maps CI E W,(A) = Am onto its ghost cottzponent relative to CI 
where 
-~ the sum is taken over all conjugacy classes of open subgroups in 
G (which is indicated by the prime in the summation symbol x’) 
- (P~.(G/I’) denotes the cardinality of the set (G/I’)” of U-invariant 
elements in the coset space G/P- 
~ the index ( I’: U) is well defined by (G : U)/( G : V), even if U is not 
contained in L’. It is an integer for the finitely many subgroups c’ for which 
‘pc (G/L’) # 0, so @: (2) is well defined for any commutative ring A. 
l If G == e is the profinite completion of the infinite cyclic group C, 
then 
w,- = w. 
the functor of universal Witt vectors. 
l If G =: (!‘,, is the pro-p completion of the infinite cyclic group C, then 
Wfp= w,, 
the functor of classical Witt vectors for the prime p. 
l For any G and A as above the (obvious) natural generalization of 
the classical TeichtmXler tttup 
(7(y = cJ;f : A + W,;( ‘4 ), LlHu(; := (a. 0, . . . . 0, . ..) 
is multiplicative. 
In this paper we want to discuss a nmltinonkd identit>l which is valid for 
all types’ of Witt vectors. If G = 1, this identity coincides with the usual 
multinomial Identity and, in case G = 6, it specializes to a formula of Henri 
Gaudier for universal Witt vectors (cf. [G]) and provides as well a com- 
binatorial interpretation of the generalized multinomial coefficients and 
generalized factorials, considered in [G]. 
THEOREM 1. Let G he u prqjinitr grmp und let A [X-, , . . . . X;, j Q + ] 
denote the polynomiul ring over A itt tiwfkwtional po,ivrs ( lrfth non-negutiw 
rationul esponettfs) of‘ the 11 indetertt~inutes -h’, , .,.. X,,. Then ,fbr i = 
(i,, . . . . i,,) E Q'i, l~~itll 1 i/ := i, + + i,, = k und h E R + tlwe exist CS’itt 
wctors *((i)) E: W,(Z) utd *((i, h)) E W,(Z) IcYfIt the ,fbllo,c,itig properties: 
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(I) For any U E O(G) the ghost component @(,(*((i))) coincides with 
the multinomial coefficient 
((G:U).k)! 
((G:U).i,)!‘..((G:U).i,)! 
if all numbers (G: U) i,,( ,u = 1, . . . . h) are integral and it is 0 otherwise, 
bihile the ghost component a[:( *((i, h))) coincides VtYth the number ef 
h x (G : U)-matrices 
A = (a,., IL I,. = I . . (G:lJ),u= I ,.... h 
iiith non-negative integral entries having the following properties: 
l Each row sums to k, i.e., 
i a,,,,,=k forall V= l,..., (G:U). 
it= I 
l The (additive) average qf‘ all ro\t’s equals i. i.e., 
,for all p = 1. . . . . h 
l The (multiplicative) average of the multinomial coefficients, 
associated with the robi’s, is h, i.e., 
(II ) The following identit}, holds in the ring of Witt vectors 
W,(R[X,, . . . . X,,iQ+]) (and hence in W,(A[X,, . . . . XJQ+]) ,for all 
R-algebras A ) 
((Xl+ ... +X,,)h)ci=x *((i,b)).(hX;‘...X;:),, 
where the sum runs over all b E R*, and all i = (i, , . . . . i,,) E Q: lrith 1 iI = k. 
(III) The following identit?? holds in the ring of Witt vectors 
W,(Z[X,, . . . . X,IQ+]) (and hence in W,(A[X ,,..., X,IQ+]) -for all 
commutative rings A) 
((X, + “. +x,r)k),= c *((i)).(X;l...Xz),;. 
isQ’:.lf~=k 
Moreover, (( , * i h)) ho E W,(R) is actualILl contained in W,(Z) and btle have 
*((i))= 1 *((i, h)) .h,. 
htR: 
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Rrrnds. (1 ) The Witt vectors *C(i)) and *((i, h)) are uniquely deter- 
mined by the first part of the theorem. 
(2) Once we know that *((i)) = Cht a: *((i. h)) h,; holds, the second 
part of the theorem and the multiplicativity of CJ(, together imply the third 
part. 
WITT VECTORS AND BURNSIDE RINGS 
We shall derive Theorem 1 as a simple consequence of Theorem 2 below 
which in turn is based on the canonical isomorphism r: W,(Z) + d(G), 
established in CDS], between the ring of Witt vectors with coefficients 
in the ring Z of integers and the completed Burnside ring d(G) of the 
group G. 
To this end recall some definitions and facts from CDS]. 
If G is a profinite group, then by G-space we mean a Hausdorff topologi- 
cal space together with a continuous G-action (from the left). Standard 
examples are the coset spaces G/U of G modulo closed subgroups U. 
A G-space X will be called abnosr $nitr if it is discrete and if for every 
open subgroup Ii of G the number ‘pC (X) of U-invariant elements of X is 
finite. It is easy to see that a discrete G-space X is almost finite if and only 
if for every open subgroup U of G the number prj(X) of G-orbits in X 
which are isomorphic to G/U is finite, too. The completed Burnside ring 
d(G) of G is defined as the Grothendieck ring of almost finite G-spaces. 
For any finite set T denote by T” ’ the G-space of all continuous maps 
from the coset space G/l (of G modulo the trivial subgroup 1 ) into T, made 
into a G-space by supplying it with the compact open topology and the 
standard G-action. defined by 
(,‘TY)(:) :=.f’(,r ‘-1. (<qeG, J’ET”‘.:EG,/I). 
If CI E W,(Z) has non-negative components (i.e., if a(U) 3 0 for all 
UE O(G)) and if ind:, denotes the irzcirtction nzup (which associates to an 
almost finite U-space the corresponding induced G-space) one can form the 
almost finite G-space 
T(Y) := u’ indf,(cc(U)” ’ ), 
I’EOIGI 
where for a non-negative integer a( =a((/)) we identify u with the set 
{ 1, . . . . u). The map 
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extends naturally to the above mentioned (ring) isomorphism from W,(Z) 
to b(G) and satisfies in particular 
for every open subgroup U E O(G). 
The canonical restriction and induction maps 
resy,:@G) + fi( U) and indy,:8( U) + d(G), 
defined for every open subgroup U of G, extend to natural transformations 
.r’;.:w, -+ w,. and upw,. + w, 
which satisfy all the relations known to hold generally for restriction and 
induction (e.g., Frobenius reciprocity and Mackey’s subgroup formula) as 
well asfE.(cr,(u)) = fr(J(u’G’L”), i.e., 
jp, = (a’“.“‘),, for all a~.4. 
These maps specialize to the classical Froherzius and Verschiehung 
morphisms in case G = (? or G = c,. 
For k E N, := {O, 1, 2, . . . j and AEN := { 1, 2, . ..) let Sk(h) denote the set 
of all h-tuples s = (s, , . . . . s,,) E Nt with 1.~1 := s, + ... + s,) = k. For any such 
s = (s,, . ..) s,,) denote by ((s)) its associated multinomial coefficient 
k! 
((s)) := 
s,! .‘.S,,! 
Now consider the almost finite G-space Sli(h)G!‘. If UE S”(h)“” and U is an 
arbitrary open subgroup of G, contained in the stabilizer group G, of U, 
then the averages over all cosets U: c G. defined by 
are independent of the choice of U. Hence we have canonical maps 
and 
,?(h)‘;” + Q”, : u H U = (ii,, . . . . ih). 
Consider for any h E R and any i = (i, . . . . . i,,) E Q: the almost finite G-space 
S”(h);,’ := {llES”(/Z)~~~’ / ((u))=h, L(=i; 
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which, by the way, is definitely empty unless there exists some index II of 
some open subgroup U in G with h” E N and II i,, EN,, for all ,U = 1, . . . . h. 
We can now state our 
THEOREM 2. C7~wse 
~-EN,,, /ZEN, UEO(G). CEN, ml,j= (,j,, . . .._ ~,,)ES" (" l'(h). 
put i := l/(G: U) .,j, md h := f’7..‘.J’? md let 
L~(~~;,~.~~)=II~,(C~;,~.~~):=~~~ (P(h):;,‘) 
denote the number c?f‘G-orbits qf’ tltpe G/U in Sk(h):,,‘. Then the idmtit?, 
((x,+ “’ +&T)G= C’ 1 u(U.j, c).rf,((c~X~l ...Xf)lr) 
1 E 01 (r , , t 9 ‘(1 1 ‘(I, ,. 
hok!s in W,(Z[X,, . . . . X,,]) (and! zenw in W,( A [X, , . . . . X,?] ) ,fhr al/ A ). 
PROOFS OF THEOREM 1 AND THEOREM 2 
To deduce Theorem I from Theorem 2 we first define the Witt vectors 
*((i, h)) and *((i)): they shall denote those elements in W,,(Z) which 
correspond via the isomorphism r: W,,(Z) + d(G) to the almost finite 
G-spaces S’(h):;,’ and (/I’)? ’ in d(G), respectively-where (h” )I; ’ is 
the space of all maps r: Gil x j 1. k), + 11, 112 such that there exists 
some UFO(G) with r(g, ti)=r(zg, K) for all UE U, LEG, and KE (1, . . . . k) 
and such that for any such l: and any ~1 E ] 1, . . . . h ) one has 
(G:U).i,,=#(((/K,ti)EC!\~Gx (l,....k) 1 r(g,ti)=p). 
The first part of Theorem 1 follows easily from the above formula 
@l.(co = (Vl. r)(a) (which holds for all 2 E W,(Z)) and the fact that for 
any choice of elements g,, . . . . K,~;:~,) in G with G= r/:p, u ... u Utyrc; (,, the 
U-invariant elements II in S”(h):,,’ correspond via the map 
to the integral matrices described in the first part of Theorem 1, while the 
U-invariant elements r in (/z’)j; ’ correspond to the maps 
p: tC.Gx il...., k; --* ;I...., h) 
with #p ‘( 11) = (G: I;) i,, for all LL= I. . . . . 11, of which there are none 
unless (G: (1). i,, EN,, for all /L = 1. ___. h. in which case their cardinality is 
(((G:U).i)). 
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To deduce the second part observe that ,Sk(h)yA’ contains a G-orbit of 
type G/U only if (G: U) . i E Ni and h’“‘L” E N, in which case there are 
a(U; (G:U).i, /I’“:“’ ) of such orbits. Hence (with a( U; j, c) = 0 unless 
iE Sk ‘G.“’ (h) and CEN) we have 
Sk(h):;‘= u’ a(U;(G:U).i,h’“,“).G/U 
and therefore 
= c’ u(U;(G:U).i,h’“,“)a:;( 
crEcl(G) 
= c’ a( u; (G: U). i, j(“‘G’) llF,((j’” “‘X:“” 
C’tO(G1 
which in turn implies 
c *((I., h))(hX;’ . x;:),; 
,t$+.Iz~=k,h~R: 
=C’ c a(U;j, c) u$((cX{’ 
. . Jy’i)‘h)J 
X::),..). 
L’EOIG) /t.s”lhl.<~tN 
Finally, the formula 
*((i)) = C *((i, h))b, 
hiH; 
follows either by brute force calculations of all the ghost components of 
both sides or, less brutally, by observing that the map 
cp:hk+Sk(h),rt+(cp(r): {l,...,/z),-N,,~H #r-‘(p)) 
induces a map from (I?)” ’ onto S”(h)“:’ which, by definition, maps (I?)?’ 
onto IJ, Sk(lz)jy‘;;’ and hence induces a decomposition of (A”)?’ into the 
various pre-images (12”)~~ of the G-spaces Sk(h)y;l’ (hi R*, ). It is therefore 
enough to show that T ‘((/I~):$‘) and *((i, h))h(, have the same ghost 
components which can be proved easily by observing that for any open 
subgroupUEO(G)andg ,,..., g,.:,;,EGwithG=Ug,u . ..uUg.,.,,,and 
for any U-invariant element u E Skim’ there are precisely 
IG:l:l ,c; C’) 
h’” 1, I = n ((u(g,.)N= n #cp ‘(M‘F,)) 
1.=I v-1 
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U-invariant pre-images in (11~)‘~ ’ and therefore in (i~“):;h’. This fact shows 
in addition that *((i, h))h, = T ‘((II”):,‘) is contained in W,(Z) c W,,(R). 
These observations pave also the way for the proof of Theorem 2. Let us 
first observe that it is enough to prove Theorem 2 with each variable X, 
replaced by a natural number s, E N,, or, alternatively, it is enough to 
prove that for disjoint finite sets -I-‘, ,,., x’,, of cardinality xl, . . . . I,,. respec- 
tively, the two almost finite spaces (,Y, u u -Y,,)’ * (’ ’ and 
U’ u II(U;,~. c)indy,(( (1. . . . . c;, xX;lx ... xX,!:)’ “) 
I’EO(GI ,t=s i 16 1 ‘(/il.< i \ 
are isomorphic. 
To this end consider the canonically defined map 
cp: (Xl L. ‘.. ux;,)” 4 Sk(h):q(.f’)(p)= # f~ ‘(XL,), (1) 
describing in a way the ~J’/IC’ of a map,f‘: ( 1, ,,,, 17) + .Y, u u X,,, and the 
induced G-map 
t :=cp "':(‘Y,u '.. uX,,)"",'~S"(h)';'. 
The fibres of this map over the G-orbits in (S’(A))” ’ are induced G-spaces 
in view of the following 
LEMMA. Let t : A’+ I’ he N G-mop ml let y h an eltvnent of Y. Then t/w 
F?KIp 
d<fines a cunonical isomorpkism het,rmw indE,(t -‘(J*)) := G xc,, t ‘(y) and 
t-‘(G.y). 
Hence we have a canonical decomposition of (A’, u u A’,,)’ x G ’ into a 
disjoint union of induced subspaces: 
Each subspace of this decomposition is determined by one of the 
(arbitrarily chosen) fibres t-‘(u), contained in it. By definition one has for 
the G,-space t -‘(u): 
t l(u)= jp:G/l+(X,u -a~X’,,)~Icpymi] 
= I-l (p,:G,,/‘l -(X,L- ... uX,,)“) cpm ~==u(r); 
G,, z i 6 
where P,(K) := P(R-1 
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Therefore it suffices to calculate the numbers #cp’ ‘(.s) for any given 
s E Sk(A). But, obviously, there are precisely 
k! 
y>’ . . y’h 
s,!...s,,!. ’ s/S 
maps ( 1, . . . . k ) -+ X, u u X, with given type s. Hence 
and therefore 
= u t-‘(G.u) 
G u c 9, ii )” ’ 
Remark. More generally, consider a map cp: T, + T between two finite 
sets T, and T. It induces a map 
qG:l. Ty’1 ~ TG:‘, 
h++cpqh. 
For any f s TL-‘;’ we define N,(f) to denote the multiplicative average of the 
(continuous!) map 
G+N,, g- #4o-‘(S(g)), 
that is, the real number “‘.“~/n,,C. #qm-'(f(g)) (UEO(G,)) which 
depends only on .f and neither on Li nor on the representatives g of the 
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cosets Ug of U in G, as long is U is contained in the stabilizer G, of,f’in 
TG ‘. With these notations the same arguments as above can be used to 
prove the following 
cot?lt?llltes. Then li,ith .\- := # T, trtd *((i)) = 
icktitit?~ 
‘(tp ‘(i))EW(;(Z) the 
xc, = 1 *t(i)) .B(i),,, 
ii, 
@tr(*((i))) = (p(,(tp l(i)) (UE O(G)), 
Special choices of 47: T, -+ T, tp: T” ’ + I and 8: I+ R*, lead to the 
identities considered above: 
With T, :=(A’, u .‘. uX,,)/‘ and T:=h’ we may choose q: T, + T to 
denote the composition t, H $ t, where I/?: x’, u .t u X’,, + ( I. . . . . 11) 
maps each clement of .Yi, onto the index p( p = 1. __.. /I). Then 
Z:=S”(h,Q+)= (iEQ”, I /iI =X) and 
tp: (Ah 1” ’ + I, 
defined by 
.f’H 1 ~ ( c #.fr ‘(1 1, . . . . 1 #.f; ‘(il)) 
(G:L’) csc(, 
(,f’E (11” )” ‘. UE O(G, )) 
($. c; 
(with ,& : k + k denoting the image ,/‘( g) E /rl‘ of R E G = G/l. of course), 
together wi1.h 
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satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3, leading to the identity 
(.Y, + ... +s,,);;= c *((i))(s;’ ” ‘s;;)(; 
~*.s”(/z.Q ) 
with @(.(*((i))) as in Theorem 1.1 for all UE O(G). 
We may also choose cp: (X, u .. u X,,)/‘ -+ S’(A) as defined in ( I ) and 
we may put I:=S’(lz,Q+)xR*,, 
and 
/LS”(/~,Q+)xR*, +R*, ((i, ) . . . . ih), h) H hs;’ ” ‘Ss’. 
Then the conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied. too. leading to the identity 
(x, + “’ +s )“.= h (r c *((i, h))(hs;’ ‘. ‘.‘i;)(; 
~F.+I/LQ+IxR~ 
with @(,(*((i, h))) also as in Theorem I.1 for all UE O(G). 
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